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REDEFINING 
NOURISHMENT 
Create and sustain your own food 
exchange community movement



REDEFINING NOURISHMENT 

This is a 
movement 
• To save time, money, and stress 

• To increase healthy, whole eating 

• To create aligned communities 
and preserve diverse cultures 

• To reduce food and packaging 
waste for the environment 

• To reduce dependence on 
corporate or processed meals 

• To reconnect with people & planet

Cooking one meal per week is easy and inexpensive. Cooking for 
others instead of just yourself is more joyful. Having a fully stocked 
fridge of ready-to-heat delicious food that you literally cannot wait 
to eat is…life changing. 

The Food Exchange movement is intended to help you eat more 
real, whole foods, build strong community bonds, and save time/
money in the process. In short, this is a nation-wide movement to 
redefine nourishment through the food we put into our bodies and 
the relationships we cultivate. This is a growing model to bring 
back the ease and connectivity of home cooking, the way our 
ancestors shared this role together. The Food Exchange movement 
is making healthy food easy, joyful, and communal again. 

This project was born because I spent a year trying to nourish 
myself through an auto-immune disorder. I was spending 
hundreds of dollars per month on food (sometimes per week!), 
and 20 hours a week meal prepping. Cooking for 1 every night is 
exhausting, and skipping dinners with friends because I couldn’t 
eat the food was devastating. NO MORE! The idea sprung up 
when my good friend and I committed to cooking each other 
meals to swap every Sunday. We felt so nourished and abundant to 
know that our efforts were supporting each other and that our lives 
were improving in the process. The first group grew to 5, then 10 
people, and the Food Exchange movement was born! 



“I'm loving this group and the delicious, 
healthy food I get to eat all week!     
SAVES ME SO MUCH TIME AND 
ENERGY!” -Brian  

“Thanks all for making such         
CREATIVE AND TASTY DISHES. This is 
such a great idea and I'm so glad to be a 
part of this.” -Lauren 

Jars from both our paleo exchange and our vegan exchange



REDEFINING NOURISHMENT 

How it 
works 
• Basic principles 

• What you need each week: 

- 3-8 people 

- 1 bulk meal 

- List of ingredients 

- 4-5 wide-mouth, quart sized 
mason jars 

- Meeting time and place

The basic guidelines are SO SIMPLE you’ll wonder why we all 
haven’t been doing this all along. 

1. Everyone in your food exchange group cooks one delicious, 
bulk meal per week that fits your group’s dietary agreements. 

2. Each person fills up 4 or 5 wide-mouth, quart size mason jars 
with their bulk meal. (A jar typically equals 1.5-2 meals 
depending on the person.) 

3. Leave one jar at home for yourself, bring the other 3 or 4 jars 
with you to exchange along with a full list of ingredients. 

4. Your group meets up once per week (ours meets on Sundays at 
5:30). Everyone exchanges jars! You leave with the same 
number of jars you came with. 

5. Now you have a week’s worth of home cooking, variety, and 
love to eat! Store jars in the fridge or freezer and simply reheat 
to enjoy.  

6. Feel the love and gratitude that your life has just changed for 
the better with the simplest of ideas, and repeat. 



Helpful Hints 1 
Dietary Agreements:  
Join or start your group’s dietary agreements and stick to 
them. We like "common denominator" foods to ensure the 
most number of people can participate. For example, 
everyone can agree to cook vegan, but have to not BE 
vegan. It just means the foods you exchange each week 
will meet those dietary guidelines, ensure quality, and be a 
healthy foundation for you to add anything else you want 
to on your own. Have everyone list any allergies and 
decide if you will eliminate those from your group as well.  

Choosing Jars:  
We use jars since they are affordable, uniform, and easy to 
swap. They eliminate packaging waste and the hassle of 
having to get your precious pyrex back each week.  

Make sure you get the right kind! If your jars are too small, 
you can’t fit enough food. Small mouth lids make it harder 
to get food out. So stick to quart-size, wide-mouth jars! 



Helpful Hints 2 
Different Group Sizes: 
This works no matter how many people come! Say 5 
people come one week and everyone brings 4 jars, then 
it’s simple, you each go home with one jar from everyone 
else. If fewer people come next time, you may end up with 
a duplicate jar, or one of your own. If more people join, 
you simply choose jars one round at at time. Remember to 
breathe in between rounds to combat food fear! Watch 
the video, and take only as many jars as you brought! 

Setting it Up:  
We like to have everyone place their jars in rows with their 
print out / write up in front of their row. Make sure each 
print out lists your name and all ingredients in your dish so 
everyone can make informed decisions about which jars 
they choose. Have the moderator snap a photo of the 
group before the exchange and post it to that week’s 
event for future recipe recall. 



“What a phenomenal group! This 
was my first food exchange and my 
heart is BURSTING WITH 
GRATITUDE!.. 

The WARMTH, CONNECTION, and 
THOUGHTFULNESS is everything! 
Off to dig in to these scrumptious 
jars! Thank you all!” -Kira  

A photo from the original food exchange group. That’s me, third lady from the right! 


